Survey Says: "UNIFI
makes content
management better,
cheaper, and much
more efficient.”

HOK is a leading design architecture, engineering, and
planning firm. Since its inception in 1950, it has grown
significantly, to over 1,600 employees in 23 offices, spanning
3 continents. Amid their vast growth as an organization, HOK
has earned endless accolades including the #1 ranked A/E
firm by Architectural Record and one of Fast Company's Most
Innovative Architecture Firms. They were also selected as The
Top Design Firm, in addition to #1 Green Building firm by
ENR. Not only does HOK do what's great, they do what's right
and focus on design that meets the needs of both people
and the environment.

Challenge

Before UNIFI, HOK relied on a firm-wide team to maintain a
series of network folders that were synchronized to their
multiple offices across the globe. Versioning and updating
content was also done manually, mandating a significant
amount of time-consuming, tedious work. With this system in
place, accessing content was equally as arduous for the end
user. When HOK staff couldn't find the content they needed
on their local server library, they would resort to browsing
past projects, reaching out to their local Design Technology
Manager, and going to the Internet to download content from
various places, including manufacturer websites. Utilizing
various internal and external content resources became
quite problematic for HOK, as the content that made it into
their projects was not always comprised of 100% native Revit
components and occasionally containing viruses, which
resulted in model crashes and project delays.

At A Glance...
• Before UNIFI, HOK relied on a
firm-wide team to maintain a
series of network folders that
were synchronized to their
multiple offices across the
globe
• UNIFI's saved search and
content request features
made it clear to HOK that they
needed to switch to UNIFI
•
"Before UNIFI, we had an entire,
firm-wide team dedicated to
maintaining a series of network
folders and distributing content
across our 23 offices. UNIFI
empowers staff to quickly find
the content they need, saving
time while making a significant
impact on the bottom line."
– Mark Pritchard
Firm-Wide Design Technology
Specialist

Solution
HOK initially implemented Kiwi Codes, which
partially solved their end users’ inability to easily
search the library for content but failed to
alleviate any of the work required of the firmwide
team to maintain the distributed content library.
Consequently, HOK was determined to get a fullfledged solution in place. After a thorough
evaluation of CTC Hive, Avail, and Kinship, their
team determined UNIFI was the clear platform
for HOK for the following reasons:
• Saved Searches: Out of all the platforms

HOK thoughtfully tried, UNIFI offered an
intuitive platform for Saving Searches and the
ability to create predefined search criteria so
that users no longer have to type in search
queries with complex filters or remember how
to find content by browsing through libraries
and model categories. HOK has over 200 Saved
Searches in UNIFI, which helps staff find
content more efficiently, saving an
immeasurable amount of time and money.
• Content Requests: Another standout UNIFI
feature that helps HOK enhance productivity is
content requests, or the ability to create, fulfill,
or manage requests for new content or
updates to existing content from a central
dashboard. HOK describes UNIFI's Content
Request feature as a must-have for project
teams, especially those that are on a tight
budget. This feature has helped HOK maintain
velocity and focus while ensuring BIM content
is not recreated many times over, finally
reducing the workload on HOK’s BIM content
team.

Wrap Up
HOK's commitment to the very best doesn't
stop at their remarkable projects, including The
Francis Crick Institute in London, LG Science
Park in Seoul, and Arterra Residential Tower in
Missouri. It extends to the tools they utilize to
maximize velocity and gain efficiency in their
design workflows. UNIFI is proud to be included
in HOK'S top tier BIM tech stack and fulfill their
BIM content management and project health
needs since 2018. To join them, along with over
40,000 others from leading AECO firms around
the world using UNIFI, contact us for a free
demo today.
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ABOUT UNIFI:
UNIFI is the single source cloud platform to control, manage, and analyze digital building content.
UNIFI Content Management supports all file formats – Revit, Bentley, SketchUp, AutoCAD, jpg, xls, doc –
enabling any file to be stored, accessed and managed on UNIFI. Trusted, high quality manufacturer content
hosted on UNIFI Connect easily integrates into the existing libraries and models of designers and specifiers.
UNIFI Insights provides actionable analytics to maximize the investment in digital content. Learn why
leading architectural, engineering, construction and manufacturing organizations trust UNIFI as the complete
solution for their digital content needs at www.unifilabs.com or contact us at 702.834.5525

